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Polio is making a comeback. The
Health Minister of Brazil cannot
understand why people are not
vaccinating their children? The
polio vaccine is taken orally and
has been safe for 60 years. 

Let me help. This is the
unintended consequence of
government lying to the people
about COVID and vaccines. Once
you lose your credibility, it is
almost impossible to get back. 
 
People will die or be sick because
the government overplayed
COVID all around the world and
destroyed their credibility.

Florida Department of Health
published a study showing that
cardiac deaths for young men has
increased 84% as a result of the
vaccine. 

Twitter originally censored this
story. Those of us who get right
wing media feeds have known
about this issue for well over a
year.  Many on the left including
physicians have never heard
about this. 

So young people were not dying
from COVID but are dying from the
vaccine. This does not mean that
no one should vaccinate.  This
means that people should be
asking questions and the anti-
vaxxers are not enemies of the
people.

 Let me boil down Trump’s
classified documents very simply.

1. As president Trump shipped
classified documents to Mar
Lago for him to look at when
he was no longer president 
 

2. The act of shipping the
documents to Mar Lago to be
viewed when he is no longer
commander-in-chief
declassifies the documents. 
There is no other way to look
at this, unless someone can
point to a section of law that
states what form Trump must
fill out and get approved
(funny he is the ultimate
approver) to declassify.

I love reading REDDIT and
QUORA 

The stupidity is endless. 
”You think Trump will plead guilty
to Mar Lago charges?” 

These people are so dumb they
cannot tell the difference between
a CNN legal commentator
hoping and praying charges will
be filed against Trump and an
actual indictment.

 
I have been writing about
government going way overboard
to require all Medicare
conversations be recorded by
phone. 
  
Remember these recordings are
available at any time to the
government without a warrant,
subpoena, probable cause, notice
to the person, or any other due
process for a minimum of 10 year. 

Why is the government doing
this? What do they hope to
accomplish? 
 
In many Medicare related calls
seniors will talk about assets,
income, family size etc. Should
you need to spend down your
assets due to nursing home needs
and try to qualify for Medicaid the
government has 5 years  to look-
back and claim you are hiding
money. They will pull your
conversations for the past 10
years to make their case and leave
you penniless.

The DeSantis gambit for Martha’s
Vineyard has really paid off. You
have mayors declaring states of
emergency because they have so
many illegals. Of course they
don’t have 1% of what Texas does,
but hey, they want to be a
Sanctuary City.
 
DeSantis forced the media to
cover the border and  America
does not like what it  sees

A Public-Service Warning 
  
Should you need to call your
Medicare insurance company or
any insurance company these
days, look for the  phone number
on your policy or membership
card or something official. 
  
Do not trust a phone number you
Google on the Internet. A lot of
companies are scamming seniors
by having fake phone numbers on
Google. Good chance you are
 talking to a scammer overseas. 

The FBI has reported $1.8 billion
scammed  from seniors.  
 

Alan’s One Minute Issue™ is written by
Alan J Huber CFP®, to help right-minded
individuals win their arguments with
wrong-minded individuals. Alan is
available to speak, at: GOP events, Trump
clubs and Conservative meetings across
the country. Alan is a licensed insurance
agent. 

Call 855 561 0500 or
Alan@GOPMadeSimple.com

Sponsored message

Alan Huber is an experienced health insurance
and Medicare agent licensed across the U.S.A.

As you are now aware the government is requiring all phone or zoom type
conversations about Medicare to be recorded and available to the

government at their request without notice and subpoena for at least 10
years. 

Alan Huber has studied the issue and spoken to attorneys and has
figured out ways to minimize the intrusiveness of the government to keep

your info confidential. 

If you're in South Florida Alan will see in person. Outside the area he will
take steps to minimize the governments reach. 

Call Alan Huber day or night 855 561 0500 or email
 alan@gopmadesimple.com to discuss.


